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Abstract— Big data is now a days a growing name, big data 

includes structured, semi structured as well as unstructured 

data. In this condition the storage and analysis of the data 

becomes a serious issue. Apache Hadoop is a growing name 

in storing maintaining as well as analysing the bid 

unstructured data. Apache Hadoop is an open source 

software to store, process and analyse the data. MapReduce 

is an efficient method used by the Hadoop to analyse the 

data. It is based on two functions Map functions and Reduce 

Functions. Both of which can be developed by developer 

according to their needs in any language supported by 

Hadoop.  Log files are largely growing in amount and thus 

converting into big data. We propose a method to analyze 

the log files using the Hadoop MapReduce method. 

Keywords:  big data, big data analysis, hadoop,  

MapReduce; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Large-scale data and its analysis are at the centre of modern 

research and enterprise. These data are known as Big Data. 

The facts and figures of such data are developed from online 

transactions, internet messages, videos, audios, images, click 

streams, logs, posts, search queries, wellbeing notes, social 

networking interactions, science facts and figures, sensors 

and wireless phones and their submissions . They are 

retained in databases grow hugely and become tough to 

capture, pattern, store, manage, share, investigate and 

visualize by usual database software tools.[1] 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are many techniques to handle Big data. Here we will 

discuss some Big Data storage techniques as well as some of 

the Big data analysis techniques. Their brief study is as 

mentioned below. 

A. Hadoop 

Hadoop is an open source project hosted by Apache 

Software Foundation. It consists of many small sub projects 

Which belong to the category of infrastructure for 

distributed computing. Hadoop mainly consists of : 

1) File System (The Hadoop File System) 

2) Programming Paradigm (Map Reduce) 

The other subprojects provide complementary services or 

they are building on the core to add higher-level 

abstractions. There exist many problems in dealing with 

storage of large amount of data. 

Though the storage capacities of the drives have increased 

massively but the rate of reading data from them hasn’t 

shown that considerable improvement. The reading process 

takes large amount of time and the process of writing is also 

slower. This time can be reduced by reading from multiple 

disks at once. Only using one hundredth of a disk may seem 

wasteful. But if there are one hundred datasets, each of 

which is one terabyte and providing shared access to them is 

also a solution. [2] 

There occur many problems also with using many pieces of 

hardware as it increases the chances of failure. This can be 

avoided by Replication i.e. creating redundant copies of the 

same data at different devices so that in case of failure the 

copy of the data is available. [2] 

The main problem is of combining the data being read from 

different devices. Many a methods are available in 

distributed computing to handle this problem but still it is 

quite challenging. All the problems discussed are easily 

handled by Hadoop. The problem of failure is handled by 

the Hadoop Distributed File System and problem of 

combining data is handled by Map reduce programming 

Paradigm. Map Reduce basically reduces the problem of 

disk reads and writes by providing a programming model 

dealing in computation with keys and values. [2] 

Hadoop thus provides: a reliable shared storage and analysis 

system. The storage is provided by HDFS and analysis by 

Map Reduce. [2] 

B. Hadoop Components in detail 

1) Hadoop Distributed File System:  

 
Fig. 1: HDFS Architecture [4] 

Hadoop comes with a distributed File System called HDFS, 

which stands for Hadoop Distributed File System. HDFS is 

a File System designed for storing very large files with 

streaming data access patterns, running on clusters on 

commodity hardware. HDFS block size is much larger than 

that of normal file system i.e. 64 MB by default. The reason 

for this large size of blocks is to reduce the number of disk 

seeks. [4] 

A HDFS cluster has two types of nodes i.e. namenode (the 

master) and number of datanodes (workers). The name node 

manages the file system namespace, maintains the file 

system tree and the metadata for all the files and directories 

in the tree. The datanode stores and retrieve blocks as per 

the instructions of clients or the namenode. The data 

retrieved is reported back to the namenode with lists of 

blocks that they are storing. Without the namenode it is not 

possible to access the file. So it becomes very important to 

make name node resilient to failure. [4] 
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These are areas where HDFS is not a good fit: Low-latency 

data access, Lots of small file, multiple writers and arbitrary 

file modifications. [4] 

2) MapReduce:  

MapReduce is the programming paradigm allowing massive 

scalability. The MapReduce basically performs two different 

tasks i.e. Map Task and Reduce Task. A map-reduce 

computation executes as follows: 

 
Fig. 2: MapReduce Architecture 

Map tasks are given input from distributed file system. The 

map tasks produce a sequence of key-value pairs from the 

input and this is done according to the code written for map 

function. These value generated are collected by master 

controller and are sorted by key and divided among reduce 

tasks. The sorting basically assures that the same key values 

ends with the same reduce tasks. The Reduce tasks combine 

all the values associated with a key working with one key at 

a time. Again the combination process depends on the code 

written for reduce job.[5] 

The Master controller process and some number of worker 

processes at different compute nodes are forked by the user. 

Worker handles map tasks (MAP WORKER) and reduce 

tasks (REDUCE WORKER) but not both. [5] 

The Master controller creates some number of maps and 

reduces tasks which are usually decided by the user 

program. The tasks are assigned to the worker nodes by the 

master controller. Track of the status of each Map and 

Reduce task (idle, executing at a particular Worker or 

completed) is kept by the Master Process. On the 

completion of the work assigned the worker process reports 

to the master and master reassigns it with some task. 

The failure of a compute node is detected by the master as it 

periodically pings the worker nodes. All the Map tasks 

assigned to that node are restarted even if it had completed 

and this is due to the fact that the results of that computation 

would be available on that node only for the reduce tasks. 

The status of each of these Map tasks is set to idle by 

Master. These get scheduled by Master on a Worker only 

when one becomes available. The Master must also inform 

each Reduce task that the location of its input from that Map 

task has changed. [5] 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

In our system framework, we will make use of MapReduce 

based method to analyse logs generated in large-scale by 

apache servers for the analysis. 

Fig. 2 shows the dataflow of our framework. We first collect 

the logs from different servers. Then we aggregate them at 

the analysis server. After that, we use MapReduce function 

to analyse the data and generate report to end the task. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Dataflow of Framework 

Here we will provide a detailed introduction to the 

implementation of out framework. 

 

The main steps are listed as follows. 

 Aggregate Apache logs from the Apache Servers. 

 Apply MapReduce algorithm using Hadoop 

Framework to analyse the log files. 

 Make use of Hadoop Statistics and result files. 

 

A. Aggregate Apache logs:  

As Apache logs are generated on the daily basis and 

aggregated in the incremental way in the same file daily. So 

we have to collect single file only in order to collect the logs 

of the server. Apache logs contains various information 

about the access to the server. The information varies from 

the IP address accessing the server to the amount of the data 

being downloaded by the server. 

B. MapReduce Implementation:  

1) MapReduce Model 

The MapReduce model takes a set of input key/value 

pairs and produces a set of output key/value pairs. Users of 

MapReduce library often describe the model as two 

functions: the Map function and the Reduce function, as 

shown in TABLE 1[7]. 

The Map function, which is written by user, takes an 

input key/value pair and produces a set of intermediate 

key/value pairs. The MapReduce library groups all 

intermediate values associated with the same intermediate 

key together and passes them to the Reduce function.[7] 

The Reduce function, which is also written by user, 

accepts an intermediate key and a set of values of that key. It 

merges together these values to generate a smaller set of 

values. The intermediate values are provided to the users' 

reduce function through an iterator [7]. 

 

2) Map Function Implementation 

In Map stage, we take the aggregated log files as the 

input. The Map function parses each node’s log file and 

emits a sequence of <type, record> pairs. The type means 

the Log Parameter which we monitor. 

 

3) Reduce Function Implementation 
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The reduce function receives all the pairs for a given type, 

sorts the corresponding nodes and emits a <type, 

list(recird)> pair. 

 

Function Input Output Description 

Map <k1,v1> List(<k2,v2>) 1) Parse 

data files as 

sets of <k1, 

v1> pairs 

and send 

them to Map 

function 

2) Each 

pair will 

produce, set 

of 

intermediate 

<k2, v2> 

pairs 

Reduce <k2,List(v2)> <k3,v3> List(v2) 

means the 

set of values 

belonging to 

the same 

key-k2 

 

Table 1: Map Function and Reduce Function 

 

 

C. Hadoop Output file:  

Hadoop after processing the data will store the analysed 

result files on the HDFS. We will query that result file from 

the HDFS to the local drive and can use the data and create 

the Report of the Data analysis. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

Below is the table of the different number of the data and 

the file size of the data that we analyzed using the Hadoop 

with the standalone and the distributed clusters. The results 

we obtained are mentioned in the TABLE 2. And the 

comparison is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Data Count File Size Hadoop 

Standalone Distributed 

10,000 2 MB 1 Sec. 23 Sec. 

100,000 25 MB 3 Sec. 22 Sec. 

1,000,000 248 MB 20 Sec. 28 Sec. 

10,000,000 2,480 MB 183 Sec. 53 Sec. 

Table 2: Experiment on Different number of nodes and 

different number of data 

 

Fig 4: Comparison of Hadoop Distributed with Standalone 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

From the above study and survey we can conclude that 

Hadoop is possibly one of the best solutions to maintain the 

Big Data. We can also observe that Hadoop will outperform 

the counterparts only when the amount of data is large. 

 

In future we will like to create more efficient MapReduce 

logic to analyze the data fast and more efficiently. 
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